Brass
Thompson Traders’ craftsmen are truly masters of metal. Their dedication to hand-hammering and
finishing techniques from Santa Clara del Cobre, Mexico translate seamlessly to durable and
distinctive brass. The age old technique elevates the material’s brilliant shine. Don’t see what you
want. Contact us at 336-272-3003 to inquire about creating a custom brass sink.

Rivera
KPU-1715HPB
$543.00

Quiroga
KSA-3322HPB
$1,589.00

Make A Striking Statement

Taxco
BRU-2115HMB
$489.00

Black Is the New Black

Matte Black
Thompson Traders is a master of crafting authentic handmade sinks, tubs, and accessories for the kitchen and bath.
This marks the launch of our newest finish – Matte Black. The collection gets its inspiration from Oaxaca, Mexico – a
region known for its excellence in sculpting black clay pottery. Don’t see what you want. Contact us at 336-272-3003 to
inquire about creating a custom matte black sink.

Huacana
2OMB
$599.00

Puebla
CASG-MB
$859.00

Tacambaro
BNWR-MB
$599.00

Tonala
BPU-1914MB
$859.00

Hammered Stainless Steel
Reimaging Elegance

From the Chrysler Building in New York City to the Rolex Submariner watch, few metals have the strength,
longevity and timeless beauty of stainless steel. Its stain and corrosion resistant properties provides hasslefree iconic design to be enjoyed for years.

Tamayo
1S-HSS
$409.00

Quiroga
KDA-3322HSS
$1,630.00

Quiroga
KSA-3322HSS
$1,537.00

Villa
KDU-3120HSS
$1,368.00

Villa
KSU-3118HSS
$1,281.00

De La Cruz
PU-1708HSS
$532.00

Rivera
KPU-1715HSS
$512.00

Antique Satin Gold
Jewlery for the Bathroom

The subtle hints in Antique Satin Gold are a nod to its inspiration drawn from jewlery. Available in
smoth, hammered or textured the elegant glow makes it feel both modern and timless. Don’t see
what you want, this is not our enitre selection. Please visit us at www.thompsontraders.com or
contact us at 336-272-3003 to inquire about creating a custom antique satin gold sink.

Morelia
BOD-1914ASG
$686.00

Chapala
BRV-19ASG
$1,499.00

San Miguel
BSU-20ASG
$1,138.00

Rose Gold
A Warm Glow

The universal warmth of rose gold makes it an elegant match for nearly any home décor. It complements a more contemporary aesthetic and blends nearly seamlessly with other metallics, which bolsters
the continuing trend toward mixing metals. Don’t see what you want, this is not our enitre selection.
Please visit us at www.thompsontraders.com or contact us at 336-272-3003 to inquire about creating a
custom rose gold sink.

Arandas
NSP-LA
$1,229.00

Puebla
CASG-C
$797.00

Otomi
BRV-1914TT
$1,138.00

Range Hoods

Bring Your Designs to Life
Thompson Traders custom range hood program makes it easier than ever
to bring your designs to life. Building a custom range hood from your final
design drawing takes only 10 to 12 weeks.

•

Send us a sketch or image
Your inspiration will get us started on your bespoke range hood. We can
manufacture virtually anything out of copper or brass.

•

Choose finish and/or texture
Thompson Traders offers ten finished and eight textures. Choose an amazing finish
and layer in one of our handcrafted textures for a piece all your own.

•

Choose range hood insert
Power Requirements:
Power is measured in “Cubic Feet per Minute” or CFM. We recommend keeping CFM equal to 1% of the
Total BTU output of your cooktop. You should also check the CFM recommendation from your cooktop
manufacturer.
Measurements:
To be effective, the width and depth of your range hood should cover the burners of the cooktop. To

•

Approve final drawing
The final drawing will be prepared by Thomson Traders only after having received a formal P.O. Allow five
business days after sending P.O. to receive a CAD drawing for your approval.

